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On June 15, 1912, bubonic plague was discovered in
Puerta de Tierra, a squalid district outside the old walls
of San Juan, Porto Rico. The positive diagnosis was
made three days after the first cases were found and so

reported to the acting governor by the assistant director
of health and the representative of the United States
Public Health Service. The governor promptly pro-
claimed the existence of plague, thus making a record
of promptness and honesty.

As was natural, a panic ensued, and the roads leading
from San Juan were filled with all manner of vehicles
rushing away, many not knowing where. All supposed
that a quarantine would be imposed and that no one
would be allowed to leave the city, which accounts for
much of the rush to be away. Indeed, many in high
office strongly urged military cordons, and burning of
the districts in which cases occurred, radical measures
both useless and severe, which the calmer minds success-
fully opposed. While the panic was expending itself,
those who remained at home, having been instructed to
clean up, began throwing their rubbish into the streets,
revealing enormous stores of hidden junk and trash.
No one imagined that behind those nicely painted walls
were such quantities of waste material. The streets were
almost impassable within a few hours, although every
wagon and cart that could be hired was at work, and
every motor-truck was working night and day. This
continued for nearly a week, while on the open lots sev¬
eral bonfires, covering a quarter of an acre each, burned
day and night. Sixty large motor-trucks of this stuff
in one night were taken from old San Juan, which has
about 15,000 inhabitants. Seven truck-loads of rubbish
were taken from one house, and so on, until one won¬
dered where it all came from and if it would ever end ;
but both the fright and the fires did finally diminish,
so that at the end of a week people were coming sheep¬
ishly back, and the expert sent by the United States
Public Health Service was quietly at work on the eradi¬
cation and prevention of spread of the disease, while the
Department of Sanitation of the island was caring for
the sick.

Bubonic plague is a disease carried by rats and but
rarely transmitted by human beings, so the work of
eradication was done by killing rats, improving build¬
ings so that they would be poor rat harbors, and by pre¬
venting the rats from traveling to other places. The
quarantining of persons, the restriction of travel and
commerce, spectacular but ineffective methods against
this disease, were not used. The business-like and scien¬
tific methods employed were productive of a result both
brilliant and gratifying, for in ninety-two days after the
first case Avas discovered the disease was over, and
although rat-proofing, and the catching and examina¬
tion of rats still goes on, there is no plague in San Juan,
either in human beings or in rats. In all, there were

fifty-six cases with thirty-six deaths from this disease
in Porto Rico.

Where did the plague come from and how did it reach
the island of Porto Rico? While busy with suppressive
measures and in preventing the disease from going to
other points of the island and to the United States, this
was what the quarantine authorities were constantly
asking themselves. There is and has been for several

years bubonic plague in Venezuela, and the people nat¬
urally considered this the source. The United States
Public Health Service officers, although admitting that
no quarantine restrictions that do not absolutely stop
commerce can give absolute protection, did not believe
that Venezuela was to blame. They knew that the Pub¬
lic Health Service keeps an officer in Venezuela, who
personally watches the ships that are to sail for Porto
Rico, who goes on each one from port to port and fumi¬
gates each vessel before she sails. They knew that these
vessels were constantly watched at San Juan, so that
while commerce moved with but little hindrance, the
chances of any Venezuelan rat landing in Porto Rico
was exceedingly small. It was consequently believed
that plague infected rats had come from some place
where the disease was not recognized or where its exist¬
ence was denied.

Many ports were suspected only to be vindicated, until
Dr. Juan Guiteras, formerly an officer of the United
States Public Health Service, and now director of health
of Cuba, suggested the Canary Islands as a possible
source, saying that five or six years ago there was an

epidemic in Santa Cruz de Teneriffe, which some said
was plague. As it is wTell known that epidemics of
human plague will subside and become endemic, exist¬
ing in rats for years, unless intelligently and persistently
combated, the time elapsed was no argument against
this theory, so an investigation was made with the result
that it may now be said that in all probability plague
came to Porto Rico from the Canary Islands.

Not only have many disinterested persons testified to
the existence of plague in Santa Cruz, but no less a

person than Dr. L. Comenge, royal delegate to investi¬
gate the epidemic in that city in 1906-1907, made a

report to the Spanish government in which he states
that the disease was plague and that it existed in rats
and human beings, sixty-nine persons being stricken.
He also reports that while knowing it to be plague he
suppressed this knowledge, apparently believing that the
tranquillity and commerce of the Canary Islands was
more important than the health of the world. In this
policy of suppression the authorities to whom the report
was submitted must have agreed, for the report was not
made public or the presence of the disease announced.

There is, however, other interesting evidence. About
two weeks after the discovery of plague in San Juan,
a case was discovered in Havana, Cuba, then another
and another, in all three and then no more, bespeaking
both a light infection and brilliant work. The Atlantic
and Gulf coast ports began to put themselves in order
and to catch and examine rats, with the result that one
infected rat was found in New Orleans, so that the
warning from Porto Rico saved that port and probably
many more. Then there was some plague among the
rats in Liverpool, and that was stopped in time. There
is evidently some connection between these events, for
the steamers of one of the Spanish lines after making
many Spanish ports, one of the last beinsr Santa Cruz
de Teneriffe, where they take onions and potatoes in
crates and baskets, go direct to San Juan (plague June
15, 1912), next they go to Havana, Cuba (plague July
4, 1912), next to New Orleans (plague-rat found July
27, 1912), and then some of these steamers go to Liver¬
pool (plague-rats found August 1 and 30, 1912). This
evidence is circumstantial, but with the knowledge that
plague existed in Santa Cruz de Teneriffe in 1906 and
1907, the conclusion is evident that plague came to San.
Juan, Porto Rico, carried by a rat from Santa Cruz, on
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a Spanish steamer, probably in a crate of onions or

potatoes, and that the same line of steamers that brought
the disease to Porto Rico carried it on to Havana and
probably to New Orleans.

Quarantine is at best a compromise that tries to give
the greatest amount of protection with the least amount
of obstruction. It must rely on information as to the
health of other places, and when such information is
false, a non-prohibitory quarantine is powerless.

Honesty and fair dealing in questions of epidemic
diseases is necessary if international sanitation is to
advance, and if such histories as those of plague in
Porto Rico and Cuba are not to be repeated.

IS THERE A TOXEMIA REFERABLE TO
THE EATING OF CHESTNUTS?

THEODORE C. MERRILL, M.D.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

This paper is offered in order to suggest the possi-
bility implied in the title, and to elicit any comment
which its publication may induce. In fact, such com-
ment is invited. Search in the literature has thus
far been barren of reference, yet it may be that such
reference has been overlooked, or that some physicians
have knowledge of conditions occurring as in the pres-
ent account. During the months of October and

TABULATION OF CASE-CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Cases

9 10 11 12 13 14 lö 10 17 18 19 20 21

Locality.
Age.
Sex.
Moderate fever.
High fever.
Chill.
Abdominal cramps. .

Diarrhea.
Blood in stool.
Negative abdomen. .

Constipation .Pain in left stom¬
ach.

Vomiting.
Nausea only.
Pulselessness.
Full, slow pulse. . .

.Rapid heart.
Pallor.
Cyanosis.
Slight urinary de¬

crease.
Air-hunger.Cutaneous eruption.Oral herpes, ulcer¬

ative.
Headache.
Soreness to touch.

.Pain in limbs.
Vertigo.
Drowsiness .
Stupor.
Restlessness .
Convulsions.
Delirium.
Paralysis (lego)
Coma.
Prodromal fatigue..
Great prostration. .

Sweating.
Sunken eyes.

'

Diagnosed toxemia.
Death,.
Slow recovery.
Raw nuts, blighted

trees.
Raw nuts (blight?)

.
Boiled nuts

(blight?).
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Plus signs indicate ascertained positive information, minus signs ascertained negative information, and blank spaces absence of
information. * Connecticut, t New Jersey, t Massachusetts. § New Hampshire. KLate. $ Early. ** Gastro-enteritis—chestnuts
undetermined.

November, 1913, numerous newspaper reports called
attention to eases of sickness and death alleged to be
due to the eating of chestnuts obtained from blighted
trees. These cases were reported from Hartford, Conn.,
and vicinity, from a town in New Jersey, from several
places in Massachusetts, and from a point in New
Hampshire. I undertook investigation with a view to
ascertaining the facts giving rise to the reports. The
results of the study are here set forth.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

1. In Healthy Chestnut Trees.\p=m-\Thefruit (so-called
nut) of the healthy tree is not supposed to be toxic.
Germination, however, is remarkable for chemical
(enzymic) activity, and it should not be forgotten that
at this period liberation of toxic substances may not
be impossible. Analogy is seen in the instance of
growing sorghum, hydrocyanic acid compounds appear¬
ing in the immature plant. Hydrocyanic acid com¬

pounds, nitrobenzene or toxalbumius may not reason¬

ably be imagined as being possibly present in germinat¬
ing chestnuts; whether they are in fact present or

absent has not been determined.
A period of unusually warm, dry weather in trje

fall, followed, at the time of chestnut maturity, hy
copious rains, tends to induce germination in the nuts
while still on the trees and after they fall to the ground.
Such germinating chestnuts, though healthy, cannot
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